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Price list
HUNTING TOURISM PACKAGES
OPEN STATE HUNTING GROUND X/5 JASENOVAČA

HUNTING PACKAGE NO. 1 – price per hunter: HRK 10.000,00 (VAT included)
Arrangement includes:
1. Hunting


shooting of one roe deer – roebuck (trophy value unlimited)



shooting of one wild boar – boar (trophy value unlimited)



shooting of one wild boar (up to 50 kg)

2. Accommodation


hunting lodge „Jošavac“ – three full boards – ROOMS

3. Hunting companion and transportation throughout the hunting ground
4. Processing of trophies at an authorized facility for the processing of trophies

NOTE:


hunting takes place according to the hunting calendar, in consultation with the leaseholders



wounded game countes as a game shot (bloodhound must be used)



two failures are counted as one game shot



if hunting companion determines game to be shot but a hunter voluntarily refuses to shoot,
the game which was scheduled to be eliminated counts as shot



if a hunter does not shoot the contracted amounts of game during the hunting package,
hunting unit leaseholder is obliged to provide additional hunting dates until the final fulfillment
of the agreed amount, with the obligation of the hunter to pay for the extra costs of
accommodation and transportation throughout the hunting ground



general hunting terms and conditions are compliant with applicable legislation



payment is made in advance (based on the offer), the number of arrangements is limited



any additional hunted game is charged by the valid Price list of game culling and hunting
services by Jošavac Ltd.(www.josavac.hr)

JOŠAVAC d.o.o.
V. Nazora 400, HR-33520 Slatina
VAT No.: 27699640127
IBAN: HR4023400091110109801
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HUNTING PACKAGE NO. 2 – price per hunter: HRK 7.500,00 (VAT included)
Arrangement includes:
1. Hunting


shooting of one red deer up to 139,99 CIC points



shooting of one roe deer – roe buck up to 80 CIC points



shooting of one roe deer – roe



shootin of one roe deer – fawn



shooting of two wild boars (up to 50 kg)

2. Accommodation


hunting lodge „Jošavac“ – four full boards – Rooms

3. Hunting companion and transportation throughout the hunting ground
4. Processing of trophies at an authorized facility for the processing of trophies

NOTE:


hunting takes place according to the hunting calendar, in consultation with the leaseholders



wounded game countes as a game shot (bloodhound must be used)



two failures are counted as one game shot



if hunting companion determines game to be shot but a hunter voluntarily refuses to shoot,
the game which was scheduled to be eliminated counts as shot



if a hunter does not shoot the contracted amounts of game during the hunting package,
hunting unit leaseholder is obliged to provide additional hunting dates until the final fulfillment
of the agreed amount, with the obligation of the hunter to pay for the extra costs of
accommodation and transportation throughout the hunting ground



general hunting terms and conditions are compliant with applicable legislation



payment is made in advance (based on the offer), the number of arrangements is limited



any additional hunted game is charged by the valid Price list of game culling and hunting
services by Jošavac Ltd.(www.josavac.hr)
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HUNTING PACKAGE NO. 3 – price per hunter: HRK 5.000,00 (VAT included)
Arrangement includes:
1. Hunting


shooting of one red deer up to 139,99 CIC points



shooting of one red deer (hind or calf)



shooting of one roe deer (roe deer)



shooting of one roe deer (fawn)



shooting of one wild boar (up to 50 kg)

2. Accommodation


hunting lodge „Jošavac“ – three half boards – ROOMS

3. Hunting companion and transportation throughout the hunting ground
4. Processing of trophies at an authorized facility for the processing of trophies

NOTE:


hunting takes place according to the hunting calendar, in consultation with the leaseholders



wounded game countes as a game shot (bloodhound must be used)



two failures are counted as one game shot



if hunting companion determines game to be shot but a hunter voluntarily refuses to shoot,
the game which was scheduled to be eliminated counts as shot



if a hunter does not shoot the contracted amounts of game during the hunting package,
hunting unit leaseholder is obliged to provide additional hunting dates until the final fulfillment
of the agreed amount, with the obligation of the hunter to pay for the extra costs of
accommodation and transportation throughout the hunting ground



general hunting terms and conditions are compliant with applicable legislation



payment is made in advance (based on the offer), the number of arrangements is limited



any additional hunted game is charged by the valid Price list of game culling and hunting
services by Jošavac Ltd.(www.josavac.hr)
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HUNTING PACKAGE NO. 4 – price per hunter: HRK 8.500,00 (VAT included)
Arrangement includes:
1. Hunting


shooting of one red deer up to 139,99 CIC points



shooting of one wild boar up to 50 kg



shooting of one roe deer (roe)

2. Accommodation


hunting lodge „Jošavac“ – three half boards – ROOMS

3. Hunting companion and transportation throughout the hunting ground
4. Processing of trophies at an authorized facility for the processing of trophies
5. The meat of hunted wild game, inspected at an authorized facility

NOTE:


hunting takes place according to the hunting calendar, in consultation with the leaseholders



wounded game countes as a game shot (bloodhound must be used)



two failures are counted as one game shot



if hunting companion determines game to be shot but a hunter voluntarily refuses to shoot,
the game which was scheduled to be eliminated counts as shot



if a hunter does not shoot the contracted amounts of game during the hunting package,
hunting unit leaseholder is obliged to provide additional hunting dates until the final fulfillment
of the agreed amount, with the obligation of the hunter to pay for the extra costs of
accommodation and transportation throughout the hunting ground



general hunting terms and conditions are compliant with applicable legislation



payment is made in advance (based on the offer), the number of arrangements is limited



any additional hunted game is charged by the valid Price list of game culling and hunting
services by Jošavac Ltd.(www.josavac.hr)
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HUNTING PACKAGE NO. 5 – price per hunter: HRK 10.000,00 (VAT included)
Arrangement includes:
1. Hunting


shooting of one wild boar – boar (trophy value unlimited)



shooting of one wild boar (female up to 70 kg)



shooting of one wild boar (up to 50 kg)

2. Accommodation


hunting lodge „Jošavac“ – three full boards – ROOMS

3. Hunting companion and transportation throughout the hunting ground
4. Processing of trophies at an authorized facility for the processing of trophies
5. The meat of hunted wild game, inspected at an authorized facility

NOTE:


hunting takes place according to the hunting calendar, in consultation with the leaseholders



wounded game countes as a game shot (bloodhound must be used)



two failures are counted as one game shot



if hunting companion determines game to be shot but a hunter voluntarily refuses to shoot,
the game which was scheduled to be eliminated counts as shot



if a hunter does not shoot the contracted amounts of game during the hunting package,
hunting unit leaseholder is obliged to provide additional hunting dates until the final fulfillment
of the agreed amount, with the obligation of the hunter to pay for the extra costs of
accommodation and transportation throughout the hunting ground



general hunting terms and conditions are compliant with applicable legislation



payment is made in advance (based on the offer), the number of arrangements is limited



any additional hunted game is charged by the valid Price list of game culling and hunting
services by Jošavac Ltd.(www.josavac.hr)
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HUNTING PACKAGE NO. 6 – price per hunter: HRK 20.000,00 (VAT included)
Arrangement includes:
1. Hunting


shooting of one red deer from 160 to189,99 CIC points



shooting of one red deer up to 159,99 CIC points



shooting of one wild boar (up to 50 kg)

2. Accommodation


hunting lodge „Jošavac“ – three full boards – ROOMS

3. Hunting companion and transportation throughout the hunting ground
4. Processing of trophies at an authorized facility for the processing of trophies

NOTE:


hunting takes place according to the hunting calendar, in consultation with the leaseholders



wounded game countes as a game shot (bloodhound must be used)



two failures are counted as one game shot



if hunting companion determines game to be shot but a hunter voluntarily refuses to shoot,
the game which was scheduled to be eliminated counts as shot



if a hunter does not shoot the contracted amounts of game during the hunting package,
hunting unit leaseholder is obliged to provide additional hunting dates until the final fulfillment
of the agreed amount, with the obligation of the hunter to pay for the extra costs of
accommodation and transportation throughout the hunting ground



general hunting terms and conditions are compliant with applicable legislation



payment is made in advance (based on the offer), the number of arrangements is limited



any additional hunted game is charged by the valid Price list of game culling and hunting
services by Jošavac Ltd.(www.josavac.hr)

Looking forward
to your arrival!
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